
AOL’s Spinner — SXSW 2010 Band Interviews with Q&A 
Q&As not included; these are just the ledes. 
 
Trash Talk 
Sacramento, Calif., thrash punk outfit Trash Talk have done in five years what some 
bands can only hope to do in a decade. With an album, a published book, a crazed tour 
schedule (more than 200 shows in 2009 alone) and a successful record label launch 
under its belt, the aggressive rock quartet is showing no sign of slowing down. With the 
band performing for the second time at SXSW and set to release their second album in 
the spring, Trash Talk bassist Spencer Pollard enlightened Spinner on everything from 
David Bowie to a certain plant they can't live without. 
 
Tre9 
Hailing from Houston, Texas, Tre9 is the epitome of a Southern gentleman: young, 
ambitious, honest, humble, not to mention the co-founder of one of the largest Christian 
hip-hop networks across the globe. He juggles a Texas-based record label, a world-
renowned web site and his own hip-hop music career, all the while remaining true to 
himself, his wholesome lifestyle and his growing relationship with Jesus. But don't let 
the "God talk" fool you--complete with bass-heavy beats and an uncanny ability to 
beatbox,Tre9 can break it down with the best of them. Before performing at this year' 
SXSW, Tre chatted with Spinner about everything from his love of old-school rap to how 
he became a front runner in the Christian hip-hop industry. 
 
Trek Life 
Despite working with some of the biggest names in rap music [Will.i.am, T.I. and Nas 
just to name a few] West Coast native Trek Life is humble, down to earth and above all, 
relatable. Known for his aggressive delivery, straightforward lyrics and raw, thought 
provoking rhymes, the hip-hop artist is poised to release his second full-length album in 
the spring, just after taking the stage at this year's SXSW festival. Spinner caught up 
with Trek to discuss everything from crazy club promoters to Janet Jackson’s pre-
Rhythm Nation days and beyond. 
 
Trillbass 
Hard-hitting trio Trillbass has just one mission in life: to produce and deliver heavy, 
head-banging bass music infused with hints of hip hop and dark, dubstep rhythms. 
Comprised of 2Sense, Swytch and Public Enemy’s DJ Lord, the Trillbass crew has 
amassed a myriad of DJ battle wins, countless shows and innumerable vinyl releases 
and digital downloads, including an official Wu-Tang remix. Before smacking SXSW 
with their hardcore beats, 2Sense chatted with Spinner on everything from bass drops 
to Miley Cyrus. 
 
Triple Cobra 
Triple Cobra unapologetically embrace everything that is dirty, sexy and absolutely 
glamorous about 1970s-era glitter rock. Think cabaret-style feathers and fishnets, 
combined with the kind of audacious bravado that would make David Bowie blush. The 
San Francisco-based rock band are most known for their brazen, over-the-top antics 
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sprinkled with the occasional shameless guitar solo or leather pant-clad stage split. Oh, 
and they can sing, too. Ready to strike for the second time at this year's SXSW, Triple 
Cobra frontman Attiss Ngoval told Spinner why Alicia Silverstone is awesome and why 
spaghetti wrestling is not. 
 
Truckasaurus 
Fresh out of Seattle, Wash., electro-rock quartet Truckasauras is everything we love 
about America and more: John Deere trucker hats, fisherman's vests and 16-ounce 
cans of Budweiser set to the backdrop of really good club music. You can witness the 
magic happen at one of Truck's live sets, where the guys come armed with an arsenal 
of old-school A/V equipment, only to perform in front of a giant projected mash-up of 
monster truck rallies, helicopter explosions and WWF matches, proudly accented by a 
display of stars and stripes. Performing for the first time at this year's SXSW, Truck's 
Adam Swan divulged to Spinner why Nintendo's Game Boy and a fresh pack of undies 
are absolutely essential to a successful show. 
 
True Widow 
Hailing from Dallas, Texas, the True Widow trio display a knack for delivering languid, 
morphine-induced melodies dripping with haunting, heartfelt lyrics-- typical attributes of 
acts conducive to shoegaze noise-rock. At times heavy and menacing and at others a 
barely audible whisper, the slowcore band can sum up their easy, steady pace of sound 
with one word alone: "Stonegaze."  Now with a second album in the works, third-year 
SXSW veterans Dan "D.H." Phillips [guitar/vocals], Nikki Estill [bass/vocals] and 
Timothy "Slim" Starks [drums] spoke with Spinner about everything from wacky tour 
run-ins to their must-have SXSW essentials. 
 
Turbo Fruits 
Reminiscent of an explosive 1970s-era garage band, Turbo Fruits embody everything 
we love about sweaty, infectious Southern punk rock. Currently on tour with power-pop 
rockers Surfer Blood, the trio of Nashville natives are lyrically simple (girls, weed, cars, 
repeat), yet melodically complex. With two albums out and a handful of SXSW shows 
this week, the Fruits show no sign of slowing down — a pace frontman (and former Be 
Your Own Pet guitarist) Jonas Stein knows all too well. Spinner recently caught up with 
Stein who confessed his love for The Dude, crawfish and a few other things. 
 
Twin Sister 
Euphoric. Happy. Serene. Just a few of the warm and fuzzy feelings you're left with after 
bearing witness to the dreamy, hypnotic aesthetic that is the essence of Brooklyn-based 
folk-pop band, Twin Sister. Luminescent vocals and carefree guitar riffs can only begin 
to characterize the sound coming from this female-fronted quintet, whose music almost 
immediately emotes a sort of soft light and melodic warmth around those lucky enough 
to listen. Ready to embark on their first-ever U.S. tour, drummer Bryan Ujueta chatted 
with Spinner for a bit before hitting up their first stop on the map — SXSW in Austin, 
Texas. 
 
White 



Comprised of Carsick Cars frontman Shou Wang and punk musician Shenggy, the 
Chinese duo White brings an intoxicating avant-garde beat to Beijing's underground 
music scene. Released in the spring of 2009, their self-titled debut album delivers an 
ever-evolving experimental sound -- synthesized with the kind of pulsating rhythm that 
screams louder and louder before softly fading into obscurity. Spinner caught up with 
White's founding member and first-time SXSW performer Shou Wang to discuss the 
instrumental importance of beer cans and Andy Samberg, among other things. 
 
 


